The automation bundle includes an added set of modules that allow you to automate and expand the real-time functionality within SAP Litmos. This module set includes SAP Litmos Persist, SAP Litmos Assign, and live video assessments.

**Persist**
Automated SMS Messaging:
- ✔ Compliance
- ✔ Password resets
- ✔ Due date reminders
- ✔ Course assignment

Customizable email templates and SMS messages per brand.

**Assign**
Automate the assignment for courses, learning paths and teams.
Remove the manual effort of assigning learners based on a specific logic
Save countless hours of administrative work.
Multi-field assignment automation rules. Field rules include:
- ✔ Is, is not, contains
- ✔ Does not contain
- ✔ Match all, or any

**Video Assessment**
Record or upload video assessments within a module.
Leave comments or grades directly on a video.
Grade a physical skill.
Receive feedback on a presentation.

Enable the automation bundle today
To activate this premium feature, simply contact your account manager or reach out to us at (925) 251-2220 or sales@litmos.com. Take advantage of this simple but powerful way to improve the learner experience!